
GRAMMAR PUSS
By Steven Pinker

The fallacies of the language mavens.

L
anguage is a human instinct. All societies have
complex language, and everywhere the lan-
guages use thf same kinds of grammatical
niacliinery. such as nouns, verbs, auxiliaries atid

agreement. Normal children develop language without
coiis(ious effort or formal lessons, and by the age of 3
tiiev speak in tlucnt grammatical sentences. Brain dam-
age or cotigenital conditions can make a retarded pei-
son a lingtiistic savant or a person of high intelligence
unable to speak. All diis has led manv scientists to con-
clude that there are specialized circuits in tlie brain,
and peiliaps specialized genes, that create the gift of
articulate speech.

But when you read abotit language in the popular
press, you get a very different picture.Johnny can t cou-
su ucl a grammatical sentence. As educational standards
decline and pop culttire disseminates the inarticulate
ravings and unintelligible paiois of surfers, rock stars
and valley girls, we are turning into a nation of func-
tional illiterates: misusing "hopefully," confusing "lie"
and "lay," treating "bummer" as a sentence, letting our
pai ticiples dangle.

What is behind this contradiction? If language is as
instinctive to humans as dam-huilding is to beavers, if
the design of syntax is coded in our DNA, why does the
average American sound like a gibliering fool every
lime he opens his mouth or puts pen to paper?

The most benign explanalion for this apparent con-
tradiction is tiiai the words "rule" and "grammar" have
very different meanings to a scientist and to a layperson.
The rtiles people learn {or, more likely, fail to learn) in
school are called "prescriptive" rtiles, prescribing how
one ought to talk. Scientists studying language propose
"descriptive" rules, describing how peojjle do talk. Pre-
stj iptive and descripti\e grammar are simply different
things. To a scientist, the fundamenuil fact of human
language is its sheer improbability. Most objects in the
universe—rocks, worms, cows, cars—cannot talk. Even
in humans, speech comprises an infinitesimal fraction
of the noises people's mouths are capable of niak-
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ing. 1 can arrange a combination of words that explains
how octopuses make love or how to build an atom
bomb: rearrange the words in even the most minor way,
and the restilt is a sentence with a different meaning or,
more likely, word salad. How are we to account for this
miracle? Wiiat would it take to build a de\ice that could
duplicate human language?

Ob\iously, yoti would need to build in rules. But
jnrsniptive rules? Imagine trying to build a talking
machine by designing it to obey rules such as "Don't
split infinitives" or "Never begin a sentence with
'because.' " It would just sit there. Prescriptive rules are
useless without the mtich more fundamental rules that
create the sentences to begin with. These rules are
never mentioned in style manuals because the atxthors
correctly asstime that anyone capable of reading the
manuals mtist already know them. No one, not even a
valley girl has to be told not to say "Apples the eat hoy"
or "Who did you meet John and?" or the vast, vast
majorit) of the trillions of mathematically possible com-
binations of words. So when a scientist considers all the
high-tech mental machinery needed to order words
into everyday sentences, prescriptive rtiies are, at best,
inconseqtiential decorations.

So there is no contradiction, after all, in saying that
every normal person can speak grammatically (in the
sense of systematically) and tingramniatically (in the
sense of nonpresc riptively), just as thcte is no contra-
diction in saying that a taxi obeys the laws of physics but
breaks the laws of Massachusetts.

So whence the popular anxiety? This is where a less
than benign explanation comes in. Someone, some-
where, must be making decisions ahout "correct
English" for the rest of us. Who? There is no English
Language Academy. The legislators of "correct
English," in fact, are an informal network of copy edi-
tors, dictionary usage panelists, stvie mantial writers,
English teachers, essayists and ptmdits. Their authority,
they claim, comes from their dedication to carrying
out standards that maximize the langtiage's clarity,
logic, consistency, precision, stabilit)' and expressive
range. William Safire. who writes the weekly cohimn
"On Language" lor the Neio York 'I'itnes Magazine, calls
himself a "language maven," from the Yiddish word
meaning expert, and this gives tis a convenient la-
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hel for the entire group.
To whom I say: Maven, shmaven! Kibilzers and ntid-

niks is more like it. For here are the remarkahle facts.
Most of the prescriptive rtiles of the language niaveus
are bits of folklore that originated for screwball reasons
several htmdred years ago. For as long as iliey have
existed, speakers lia\e llouled iheiii, spawning identical
plaints about the innninetit decline of the language
ceiitttry after century. 1 he rtiles conform neither to
logit nor to ttaditioii, and if the) were e\er followed
they would force writers inlo fuzzy, clumsy, incompre-
hensible prose, in which certain thotights are not
expressible at al!. Indeed, inosi of tlte "ignorant er rors"
these rules are supposed to coiiect display an elegant
logic and an acute sensitivity to the grammati( al texttue
t)f ihe language, to wliich the ma\ens ate ohli\ious.

The scandal of ihe language mavens began in the
eighteenth century. The London
dialect had become an important
world langtiage. and scholars began to
criticize it as they wotild any institu-
tion, in part lo qtiestion the aitthority
of tlie aristocracy. Lai in was consid-
eted the langtiage of enligliieument
and was offered as an ideal of preci-
sion and logic to which Knglish sliould
aspire. The period also saw tuiprece-
dented social mobility, and anyone
who wanted «> distiugtiish himself as
ctillivated had to master the best ver-
sion of Knglish. 1 hese trends created a
demand for handbooks and style man-
tials, which wete soon shaped by mai-
kel forces: the mantials tried to outdo
one anothei" by inchiditig gt eater
numbers of increasingly fastidious
rules that no refined peisoii could
afford to ignore. Most oi ilie hobgoblins of prescrip-
tive grammar (don't split inftnitives, don't end a sen-
tence with a preposition) can be traced back to these
eighteenth-century fa{is.

Of course, forcing modem speakers of Knglish to
not—whoops, noi to—split an inllnitive because it isn t
done iti Liitin makes abont as much setise as fencing
moflein residents of Kngland to weai latuels atid togas.
Julius Caesar coiikl not have split an inriniti\e if he had
waiued to. In Latin ihe infinitive is a sitigle woid stich as
"faiere." a syntactic atoui. Bnt in Knglish. whicli piefers
to build sentences arotuui nianj siutple words instead of
a few complicated ones, the infinitive is composed of
two words. Wotds, by defuiition, are rearraugeable
units, and tliere is no conceivable reason wliy an adverb
should not come between them:

Space—the final froiuier.... These are the voyages of the
starship Enlerfmse. Its five-year mission: to explore sirangr
new worlds, lo st-ek out new HIV and new <i\ili/aii<nis. lo
boldly go where no man has î oiii- hefore.

To "go boldly" where no man has gone before? Beam
me tip, Scotty; there's no intelligent life down here. As

for otulawitig sentences that end with a preposition
{impossible in Latin for reasons ii relevant to KugHsh)—
as Winston Churchill said, "It is a rule up with which we
sliotild not put."

But once introduced, a prescriptive rule is very
hard lo eradicate, no uiatler how ridictiloiis. Inside the
writing estal)lishineni, the inles survi\'e l)y the same
dynamic that perpettiates ritual genital nuitilations atid
college fraternit\ ha/ing. Anyone daring to overtitrn a
rtile hy example luust always won y that teaders will
think he or she is igitorant of the rule, rather than chal-
lenging it. Perhaps most importantlv. since prescriptive
rtiles are so p.syt hoIogicalK lumatural thai only those
with access to the right schooling can ahide by them,
they servo as .shibboleths, diffeieiiiiaiing the elite from
the rabble. Throughout the country people have spo-
ken a dialect of English, some of whose features dale to

the Early Modern English period, that
H. L. Mencken called The American

\

Language. Il had ihe misfortitne of
not becoming the standard of govern-
ment and education, and large parts
of llie "grainmai" (urticuliim in L^S.
s( hools have been dedicated to stigma-
tizing it as sloppy speech.

Kreqtientlv the language mavens
claim that uonstandaid American
Knglish is not jtist different, btu less
sophisticated and logical. The case.
the\ would have to admit, is hatd to
make for nonstandard ii regtilar verbs
sucli as "drag/drug" (and even more
so for conversions to regulat ity such as
•feeled" and "growed"). ^Mter all, in
"(orrect" English. Richard Lederer
noted. 'Today we speak, but first we
spoke: some faucets leak, btil never

loke. Today we write, btit lust we wrote; we bite our
tongues, btit never bote." At first glance, the mavens
would seem to ha\'e a l)elter argument when it comes to
the loss of ( oiijugalional distiiu lions in "He don t" and
"We was." But then, this has heen the trend in standard
English for centtiries. No one gets upset that we no
longei distinguish tlie second ))eison siugtilar form of
verbs, as iu "thou sayest." And by tins criterion it is the
nonstandard dialects that ate su|)eiiot. becatise they
provide their speakers with second person plural pro-
notms like "y'al!" and "youse."

At this point, defenders of the standard are likely to
pull out the notot'iotts double negative, as in "I can't get
no satisfaction." Logically speaking, iliev teach, the two
negati\es cancel otu each other; Mr. jagger is acttially
saying that he is satisfied. The song shottld be titled "I
Can't (iel .b/vSalisfat tion." But this reasoning is not sat-
isfactory. I Iinidrcds of langtiages lecjuire their speakers
to use a negative eleinent in the context of a negated
verb. The so-tailed "dotible negative." far from being a
corrtiptioti, was the norm in ('haticet 's Middle Knglish,
and negation in standard French, as in "je tie sals pas"
where ")ie" and 7''''^" '»re both negative, is a familiar con-
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teniporaty example. C.otne to think of it. standard
Kdglisli is really no diffcrftU. Wliai do "any," "even" and
"a( all" mean in the following sentences?

I clitlri'l buy any loiicry lickci.s, I (iitln'i eai even a sinj^lc
ircnch fry. I dicln'i fai junk loot! ai nil inday.

Clearly, not much: you can't use Lheni alone, as the fol-
lowing strange sentences show:

I bought any lottery tickets. 1 ate even a single french fry. I
ate junk food at all today.

Wiiat ihese words are doing is exactly what "no" is
doing in noiistandard English, such as in the eqtiivaleiu
"I didn't buy no lottery ticket-s"—agreeing with the
negiiifd \t'r!). The slim djffeieiue is that nonstandard
Kngiish (o-opu'd the woid "no" as the agreement ele-
ment, whereas standard English co-opted the word
"any."

A tin ear for stress and melody along with an oblivi-
ousncss to the principles of discourse and rhetoric are
important tools of the trade for the language maven.
Consider an allege<l atrtjcity ctjmmitted by today's
youth: the expression "I could care less." The teenagers
are trying to express disdain, tlie adults note, in wliich
case they shotild be saying "I couldn't care less." If they
could care less than they do. ihat tncaus that they really
do care, the opposite of what they are uying to say. Btit
the argument is bogus. Listen to how the two versions
are pronounced:

COULDN'T care
LE

ESS.
CARE

LE
could ESS.

The melodies and stresses are completely different, and
for a g(K)d 1 eason. The second \ersiou is not illogical, ii's
sarcastic. The point ()f sarcasm is that by making au assei-
tion that is manifestly false or accompanied by ostenta-
liously mannered intonation, one deliljeiately ini]jlies its
t)pposite. A good paraphiase Is, "Oil yeah, as if there
were something in the world that I care less about."

T hiough the ages. language mavens have
deplored the way Knglisli speakers convert
nouns into verbs. The following verbs have all
l>efn denotnued in this centtiry: to caveat, to

input, to host, to nuance, to access, to chair, to dialogtie,
i(t sliowcase, to progress, to parent, to intrigue, to con-
tad, to impact.

As yoti can see, they laugc from varying degrees of
awkwardness to the completely uuexceptionalile. In
tact, easy conversion of noiuis to verbs has been part of
English grammar for centtnies. I have estimated that
abotn a fifth ol all English verbs were originally nouns.
Consider the htmian body: you can "head" a commit-
tee, "stalp" the missionary, "eye" a babe, "stomadi"
someone s complaints anci so ou—virtually ever\ body
jiart can be "verbed" {including several that cannot be
printed in a family jottrnal of opinion).

What's the problemr The concern sei-ms to be that
fiizzy-minded spcakei"S are eroding the distinction
between nouns and verbs. But once again, the peison
on the street is not getting any respect. A simple quirk
of everyday usage sliows why the accusation is untiue.
Take the baseball term "to fly otU," a verb that comes
from the noitn "pop lly." The past form is "Ihed," not
"Hew" and "flown": no mere mortal has ever flown otu
to center field. Similarly, in using the verl)-from-noun
"to ring the city" (form a ring around), people say
"ringed," not "rang." Speakers' preference for the regu-
lar form with "-ed" shows that they ta( itiy keep tiack of
the fact that tlie \erl)s came from nouns. I'liey avoid
irregtilar forms like "flew otit" because they sense that
the baseball verb "lo fly" is different from tlie ordinary
\erb "to fly" (what birds do): the first is a verb based on
a noun root, the second, a verb with a verb root.

The most remarkable aspect of the special stattis of
verbs-from-nouns is ihat everyone feels it. 1 have tried
otit examples on hundreds of people—college students,
people without college educations, children as young ;is
4. They all beliave like good intuitive gianimarians: they
inflect verbs tliat come from nouns differently than
plain old verbs. So is there anyone, anywheiv, who does
not grasp the principle? Yes—tlie langitage mavens.
IJnifbrtnly. the siyle tnantials Inuigle their explanations
of "'flied out" and similar lawful examples.

I am obliged to clisctiss one more example: the
mucli vilified "hopefully." A sentence such as
"Hopeftilly, the treat)' will pass" is said to be a grave
error. The acherb "hopefully" com<-s from the

adjeclive "hopeful," meaning "in a manner lull oi
hope." Therefore, the mavens say, it should be used
onlv wlien the sentence refers to a person who is doing
.something in a h()peful manner. If it is the writer or
reader who is hopeful, one shotiid say, "It is hoped that
the treaty will pass," or "If hopes are realized, the treaty
will pass," or "1 hope the treatyMvill pass."

Now consider tlie iollowing:
(1) It is simply not true that an Englisli adverb must

indicate the manner in which the actor performs the
action. Adverbs come in two kinds: "verb phrase"
adverbs such as "(arefully," which do refer to tlie actor,
and "sentence" adverbs stich as "h'ankly," which indicate
the attitude of the speakei toward the content of the
sentence. Other examples of sentence achcibs are
"accordingly," "basically," "confidentially," "happily,"
"mercifully," "roughly," "supposedly" and "tmderstaud-
ably." Vlany (sucli as "happily") come from veib plirase
adverbs, and they are vii lually never ambiguous in con-
text. Tlie use of "hopefully" as a sentence advei f), which
has been art)und for at least sixty years, is a perfectly
sensible example.

(2) The stiggested alternatives, "ft is hoped that" and
"If hopes are realized," display four sins of bad writing:
passive \'oice, needless words, vagueness, pomposity.

{?>) The suggested alternatives do uoi mean the same
thing as "hopefully," so the ban would leave certain
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thoughts unexpressihic. '"Hopeftilly" makes a hopt-ful
prediction, whereas "I hope that" and "It is hoped thai"
merely describe cerialn |)cople"s mental states. Tlui.s
you can say, "I hope the treaty will pass, btit it isn't
likeiy," but it would he odd to say, "Hopefully, the treaty
will pass, hill it isn't likely."

(1) We are supposed to use "hopefully" only as a vei h
phrase adverb, as in the following;

H<)pc'fully. I-arry hurled the ball toward the basket with one
second lcfl in the game.
Hoprliilly. Melviii lurned the record over and sal back down
on the couch eleven ci-ntimctt-rs closer to Ellen,

Call me tincouth, call me ignorant, but these sentences
do not belong to any langtiaĵ u that ! speak.

I have taken these examples from generic school-
marms, c<jp\ editors and writers of irate letters lo
newspaper omhudsmen. The more famotis lan-
^tiage nuivens come in two temperaments: Jeremi-

alis and Sages.
The Jeremiahs express their bitter laments and righ-

teous prophesies of doom. The best-known is the film
and theater critic John Simon. Here is a representative
opening to one of his language columns:

"Tlif Knglisli language is being ire;iied nowadays exactly as
slave iraders once handled ihe riu-rt liandi.sf in their slave
ships, i>i- as tlie irmiaies of coiuentration camps wciv deall
with by their Na/i jailers."

\\1iai grammatical horror could have inspired this ta.ste-
le.ss comparison, you might ask? It was Tip O'NeiH's
redttndantly referring to his "fellow- colleagues."

Speaking of the American Black English dialect,
Simoti says:

Why should we consider sonu-, usually poorh educatfil, sul>-
cullure's noiion <>t llie lelatJonship bt'twuen s(>un<l .nul
meaning? And how tould a granuiiar—any graniiiiar—pos-
sibly describe that rt'laiinnslijp?... .Vs for "1 be," "you be."
"hf be," etc., which shnuki gi\c us al! the heebie-jeebies,
these may indeed IK- conipiclicnsihK'. but ihey ^u agaiusi all
acc<'pled ckLssiia! and inndtrn giamiiuus ;in<l arc ihe pincl-
lu 1 uoi nf ;i language wiili ruoLs in liistorv bui iif igiioiaiue
ol how languagf works.

This, of course, is nonsense from beginning to end
{Black English is tuicontroversially a langttage with its
own systematic grammar), hut theie is no point in teftit-
itig tltis maliciotis ktiow-notliing, for he is not partici-
pating iti atiy sincere dis{iission. Simon has simply dis-
coveied the trick used with great ellectiveness hy
certain comedians, talk show hosts and ptuik rock mtisi-
cians: people of modest talent (an attract attention, at
least for a while, by being uinelentingly oiteiisive.

The Sages, on the other hand, ty'pified by the late
Theodore Bernstein and hy William Safne himself, tiike
a moderate, cominonsense apptoach to matters of
usage, and they tease their victims with wit rather tlian
savaging them with invective. I enjoy reading the Sages,
ami have nothing btit iiwe for a pen like Safue's that
can summarize the content of an anti-pornography
stattile as, "It isn't the teat, it's the tumidity." But the siid

fact is tliat even SaFire, the closest thing we have to an
enlightened langtiage ptmdit, misjtidges tite linguistic
sopliisticati4Hi of the common speaker and as a result
misses the taiget in most oi his commentaries and
ad\ice. To prove this charge, I will walk you through
parts of one of his (oitimns. from the October 4, J992,
Neiv Yorh limn Magazine.

T he first story was a nonpartisan analysis of stip-
])osed pronotm case errors made by the two
candidates in the 1992 presidential election,
(ieorge Btish had lerenlly adopted the slogan

"Who do you trtist?," alienating schoolteachers across
the nation who noted that "who" is a subject pronoun
and the qtiestion is asking abotit the object of "trust."
One wotild say "V()ti do trust him," not "^ou do trtist he,"
and so the (jtiestion word slK>uld be "whom." not "who."

In reply, (jne might point 4)tii that the "who/whom"
disiinction is a relic of the English case system, aban-
doned hy nouns centuries ago and fbtmd today only
among ptonouns in distinctions stich as "he/him."
Even among pronouns, the old distinction between sub-
ject "ye" and obje( t "yoti" has \anislu'd, leaving "yon" to
play boih roli-s and "ye" as sounding ardiaic. Thotigh
"whom" lias outlived ")'e," it is clearly moribtind, and
already sounds pietentiotis in niosi spoken contexts. No
one dematnis of Bush that he sa\, "Whom do ye trtist?"
If the langtiage tan bear the loss of "ye," why insist on
clinging to "whom"?

Safire, with his reasonable attitude toward usage, rec-
ognizes the prohlem, and proposes:

Safire's Liivv (if Wlio/Wliom, wliicli toivver solves ihe piolj-
lciii troubling wrilers and speakers laugln between the
pedantic and ihe incorrect: "When whom is correct, recast
llie sentence." Thus, instead of changing his slogan KJ
"\V'ln)ni do you iriisi?"—making him sound like a h\peredii-
caled \\\\'\v stiff—Mr. Bush woukl win hack ihe purist vole
will) "Which (andidate do you trust'-"

Telling people to avoid a problcniatic constrtiction
sounds like <oinmon .sense, btu in the case of object
tjuestions with "WIKJ." it demands an intolerable sacri-
fice. People ask questions abotit tlie obJecLs of verbs and
prepositions a lot. (Consider the kinds of questions one
[niglit ask a (Inld in orditiarv conversation: "Wlio did
we .see on the wa\' home?," "Who did yoti play with out-
side tonight?," "Who did yoti sotind like?"

Safire's ad\ice is to change sucli qtiestions to "Wliicli
person... ?" or "Winch child... ?" liui the ad\ice wotild
have people violate ihe most impoiuint maxim of good
prose: omit needless words. It also subverts the sup-
posed goal oliules of tisage. which is to allow people to
express tlieii thoughts as clear!) and precisely as possi-
ble. A question such as "Wlio did we .see on the way
home?" can embrace one person, many people or any
combination or number of adults, babies and familiar
dogs. Any specific stibstitution stich as "Wiiich person?"
forecloses some of these possibilities. Extremism in
defense of liberty is no vice. Safite should have taken
his observation abotit "whom" to its logical conclusion
and advised the president tiiat there is no reason to
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change the slogan, at least no grammatical reason.
Turning to the Democrats, Safiie gets on Bill ( l̂in-

ton's case, as he puts it, for asking voters to "give Al
Gore and I a chance to bring America hack." No one
would say "give I a hreak," because the indirect ohjcct of
"give" must have objective case. So it should he "give Al
Gore and me a chance."

Probably no "grammatical error" has received as
much scorn as the "misuse" of pronoim case inside con-
junctions (phrases with two parts joined by "and" or
"or"). What teenager has not been corrected for saying
"Me and Jennifer are going to the mall"? The standard
slory is thai the ohject pronoun "me" does not belong
in the subject position—no one would say "Me is going
to the mall"—so it should be 'Jennifer and I." People
tend to misiernomber the advice as, "When in doubt,
say 'so-and-so and I,' not 'so-and-so and me,' " so
they unthinkingly overapply it, resulting in
liyper-corrccted solecisms like "give Al
Gore and I a chance" and the even
more despised "between yoti and I."

But if the person on the street is so
good at a\'()iding "Me is going" and
"Give 1 a break,'" and even former
Rhodes Scholars and hy Leagne
professors can't seem to avoid "Me
and Jennifer are going" and "Give
Al and I a chance," might it be the
mavens that misimderstand English
grammar, not the speakers? The
mavens' case about case rests on one
assumption: if a conjunction phrase
has a grammatical feature like subject
case, every word inside thai phrase has to
have that grammatical feature, too. But that is
just false.

"Jennifer" is singular; you say 'Jennifer is," not 'Jen-
nifer are." The pronoun "she" is singular; you say "She
is," not "She are." But the conjxuiction "She and Jen-
nifer" is not singular, it's plural; you say "She and Jen-
nifer are," not "She and Jennifer is." So a conjunction
can have a different grammatical ntimber from the
pronouns inside it. Why, then, must it have th<̂  same
grammatical case as the pronoun.s inside it? The an-
swer is that it need not. A conjunction is not grammat-
ically eqnivalcnt to any of its parts. If John and Marsha
met, it does not mean that |ohn met and that Marsha
met. If \'oters give Glinton and Gore a chance, they are
not giving Gore his own chance, added on to the
chance they are giving Glinton; they are giving the
entire ticket a chance. So just because "Al Gore and I"
is an object that requires object case, it does not mean
that "I" is an object that requires object case. By the
logic of grammar, the pronoun is free to have any case
it wants.

In his third story Safire deconstructs a breathless
quote from Barbra Streisand, describing tennis star
Andre Agassi: "He's very, very intelligent; very, very, sen-
sitive, very evolved;... He plays like a Zen master. It's
verv in the moment."

Safire speculates on Streisand's use of the word
"evolved": "its change from the active to passive voice—
from 'he evolved from the Missing Link' to 'He is
molved'—was probably influenced by the adoption of
involved'ds a compliment."

These kinds of derivations have been studied inten-
sively in linguistics, but Safire shows here that he does
not appreciate how they work. He seems to think that
people change words by being reminded of rhyming
ones—"evolved" from "involved," a kind of malaprop-
ism. But in fact people are not that literal-minded.
New usages (such as "to fiy out") are based not on
rhymes, but on systematic rules that change the gram-
matical behavior of dozens of words in the same pre-
cise ways.

Thus Safire's suggestion that "very evolved" is based
on "involved" does not work at all. For one

thing, if you're involved, it means that some-
thing involves you (you're the ohject),

whereas if you're evolved, it means that
you have been doing some evolving

(you're the subject). The problem is
that the conversion of "evolved
from" to "very evolved" is not a
switch from the active voice of a
verb to the passive voice, as in
"Andre beat Boris" to "Boris was
beaten by Andre." To passivize a
verb you convert the direct ohject
into a subject, so "is evolved" could

only have been passivized from
"Something evolved Andre"—which

does not exist in contemporary English.
Safiie's explanation is like saying you can

take "Bill bicycled from Lexington" and
change it to "Bill is bicycled" and then to "Bill is

very bicycled."
This breakdown is a good illustration of one of the

main scandals of the language mavens: they show lapses
in elementary prohlems of grammatical analysis, like
ligtuing out the part-of-speech category of a word. In
analyzing "very evolved," Safire refers to the active and
passive voices, two forms of a verb. Bin the preceding
adverb "very" is an unmistakable tip-off that "evolved" is
not heing used as a verb at all, but as an adjective. Safire
was misled because adjectives can look like verbs in the
passive voice, and are clearly related to them, but they
are not the same thing. This is the ambiguity behind
the joke in the Bob Dylan lyric, "They'll stone you when
you're riding in your car; They'll stone )'ou when you're
playing your guitar.... Everyhody must get stoned."

This discovery steers us toward the real source of
"evolved." There is a lively rule in English that takes the
participle of certiiin intransitive verbs and creates a cor-
responding adjective:

a leaf thai lias fallen —> a fkllcn leaf
snow that has drifted —> (he diifte d snow
a man who has tniveled widely —> a widely traveled man

Take this rule and apply it to "a tennis player who
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has evolved," and yoti get "an evolved tennis player."
This solution also allows tis to make sense of Streisand's
meaning. When a verb is converted from t!ie active to
the passive voice, the verb's meaning is conserved:
"Dog bites mati" = "Man is bitten by dog." But when a
verh is converted to an adjective, the adjective can
acquire idiosyncratic ntiances. Not every woman wlio
has fallen is a fallen woman, and if someone stones yoti
yoti are not necessarily stoned. We all evolved from a
missing link, but not all of us are evolved in the sense
of being more spirittially sophisticated than otir con-
temporaries.

Safire then goes on to rebuke Streisand for "very in
the moment":

This xiFrt calls attention to the use of a preposition oi' a
noun as a modifier, as in "It's very in." or "It's very Neii- YorlC
or the ultimate fashion compliment, "It's very v""-" To be
very in the moment (perhaps a variation of of the moment or up
to Ihe minute) appears ut be a Utose translation of the French
au rourant. mriously U'aiislatfd as "up to date, fashionable,
with-it"...

Once again, by patrotiizing Streisand's language,
Safire has misanaly/ed its form and its meaning. He has
not noticed that:

(1) The word "very" is not connected lo the preposi-
tion "in"; it's connected to the entire prepositional
phrase "in the motnent."

(2) Streisand is not usitig the intransitive "in," with its
special sense of "fashionable"; she is using the conven-
tional transitive "in," with a notm phrase object "the
moment."

(;i) Her tise of a prepo.sitional phrase as if it weie an
adjective to describe some mental or emotional state
follows a common pattern in English: "under the
weather." "ouL of character," "off the wall," "in the
dtimps." "out to lunch," "on the ball" and "out of his
mind."

(4) It's unlikely that Streisand was trying to say that
Agassi is au courant, or fashionable; that would be a
put-down imphing shallowness, not a compliment. Her
reference to Zen makes her meaning clear: that Agassi
is good at shutting otti tlistractions and concentrating
on the game or person he is involved with ai that
moment.

T he foibles of the language mavens, then, can be
hiamecl on two blind spots: a gross underesti-
mation of the linguistic wherewithal of the com-
mon per.son and an ignorance of the science of

language—not just technical linguistics, but ba.sic
knowledge of the constrtictions ancl idioms of Engli.sh.
and of how people u.se tliem.

Unlike some academics in the '60s, I am not saying
that concern for grammar and composition are tools to
perpettiate an oppressive stattis quo and that The Peo-
ple should be liberated to write however they please.
Some aspects of how people express theinseives in some
settings nr̂  worth trying to change. What I am calling
for is a more thotiglultil disctission of langtiage and
how people use it, replacing bubbe-mnises (old wives'

tales) with the best scientific knowledge available. It is
ironic that the jeremiads wailing about how sloppy lan-
gtiage leads to sloppy thotight are tlicmselves hairballs
of loosely associated factoids and tangled iion seqttiturs.
.AJl the examples of verhal behavior that the complainer
takes exception to for any reason are packed together
and cougiied tip as proof of Tlie Decline of the Lan-
guage: teenage slang, sophistry, regional variations in
prontmciatiou aiul vocabtilar\, bureaucraiic bafflegab,
poor spelling and ptmcttuuion, psetido-errors like
"hopefully," government euphemism, nonstandard
grammar like "ain't," misleading advertising and .so on
(not to nieniion occasional witticisms that go over the
complainer's head).

I hope to have convinced you of two things. Many
presctiptive rules are jtist plain dumb and should
be deleted frotn the handbooks. And most of stan-
dard English isjtist that, standard, in the sense of

standard units of currency or household voltages. It is
jtist common sense that people shotild be encouraged
to learn the dialect that has become the standard in
their society. But there is no neetl to use terms like "bad
grammar," "frattured syntax" and "incoriect tisage"
when referring to rural, black and other nonsiandard
dialects (even if you dislike "politically correct"
euphemism): ihe terms are not only insulting, but sci-
entifically inacctirate.

The aspect of language tise that is most worth
changing is the clarity and style of written prose. The
human language factiUy was not designed for putting
esoteric tliotights on paper for the benefit of stt angers,
and this makes writing a difficult craft tliat must be
mastered through practice, feedback and intensive
exposure to good examples. There are excellent man-
uals of composition that disctiss these skills with great
wisdom—but note how their advice concentrates on
important practical tips like "omit needless words" and
"re\ise extensively," not on the trivia of split infinitives
and slang.

As for .slang, I'm all for it! 1 doiTt know how I ever
did withotit "to flame," "to dis" and "to blow off," and
there are thousands of now tinexceptionable English
words stich as "clever," "ftm," "sham." "banter" and
"sting\" that began life as slang. It is especially hypo-
critical to oppose linguistic innovations reflexiveiy and
at the same time to decry the loss of distinctions like
"lie" versus "lay" on the pretext of preserving expres-
sive power. Vehicles for expressing thotight are being
created far more quickly than they are being aban-
doned.

Indeed, appreciating the linguistic genius of your
ordinary Joe is the cure for the deepest fear of tlie
mavens: that English is steadilv deteriorating. Every
component of every langtiage changes over time, and at
any moment a language is endtuing many losses. Btit
the richness of a language is always being teplenished,
hecatise the one aspect of language that does not
change is the very thing that creates it: the human
mind. •
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